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Study in Venice Summer School
The Shape of Water

Study in Venice
Summer School
The Shape of Water
Visit one of the world’s
most famous water cities
Investigate what water
means within such
a unique territory
Create your own version
of the city

The first edition of Study in Venice Summer
School will be curated by Giorgio Andreotta
Calò (Venice, 1979), an artist who sees the city
of Venice as a privileged observatory from which
to try to understand the changes that are taking
place on a macroscopic scale.

Applications: Apply online by April 25th, 2022:
www.unive.it/summer-international. Students
are required to be currently enrolled at a higher
education institution, and have a certified B1
level of the English language.

The focus of the Summer School will be water,
the element that most characterises the
territory. The practice of walking will become
an instrument for exploring the city and its
immediate surroundings and students will be
guided by professors from the four partner
institutions on a journey combining the handson exploration of the city with guided tours and
university lectures on archaeology, architecture,
art and music history, performing arts and
environmental science.

Faculty

Dates: July 4th – 22nd (3 weeks)
Location: Venice, Italy – Ca’ Foscari University,
School for International Education (SIE)
Credits: 2 ECTS

Ca’ Foscari School
for International Education
San Sebastiano
Dorsoduro 1686
30123 Venezia
041 234 7084
www.unive.it/summer-international
summerschool.international@unive.it

Fees: € Fees for the full 3 weeks cost €700.
Programme fees cover all instruction and field
activities, student administration (including the
issue of a final transcript) and orientation. All
participants will have access to the University
Wifi network in all University buildings
(including at the libraries and the cafeterias).
Accommodation can be booked at one of our
student residences for a competitive rate.

Artistic Director: Giorgio Andreotta Calò
Programme Director: Stefano Riccioni
Teaching committee:
Cecilia Franchini
(Benedetto Marcello Music Conservatory)
Stefano Riccioni
(Ca’ Foscari University of Venice)
Giuliano Sergio
(Academy of Fine Arts of Venice)
Angela Vettese
(Iuav University of Venice)
Who we are
Study in Venice is a network of four of the most
prominent higher education institutions in Venice: the
Venice Academy of Fine Arts, the Benedetto Marcello
Music Conservatory, Ca’ Foscari University and Iuav
University of Venice. We aim to create meaningful
and engaging initiatives which promote international
education in the fields of each partner university, and
within the beautiful context of Venice.

